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SUMMARY: This research aimed to create a multidimensional equation for predicting an optimal body composition model for elite-level European male volleyball players. The subject sample consisted of 36 elite volleyball players: national team members from two European countries – Slovenia and Serbia – in the 2017 season. Measurement of body composition was carried out using electrical multichannel bioimpedance (BIA - InBody 720), in which 11 variables were used (body height as a longitudinal one, and the other 10 as a system of body composition indicators). Based on the results of descriptive statistics, we can state that elite European male volleyball players are tall, heavy, and with nutritional status at the level of 198.5±6.5 cm, 92.3±5.9 kg and 23.44±1.44 kg•m−2, respectively. The percentage of body fat in the whole sample was 7.91±3.03 %, and the skeletal muscle mass index averaged 12.49±0.80 kg•m−2. For the evaluation and prediction of an optimal body composition model of elite male volleyball players, a multidimensional score (BC_Score) was defined, based on a simple, but sport-specific and playing position-sensitive model equation based on three dominant body characteristics of elite volleyball players: BH, PBF, and SMMI. In this manner, coaches can have a tool for managing the body composition status of players according to position, in terms of a deterministic, fully controlled system.
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INTRODUCTION

A proper body composition control system for athletes may improve their nutritional status to the most likely optimal level, and may help in competitive performance and monitor the ‘applied training process efficiency’, and thus is of major interest in preparation systems of elite competitive sports (Norton & Olds, 2001; Santos et al., 2014). Volleyball consists of complex technical, tactical, and physical player requirements, which for high competition achievement players must be specifically adapted regarding morphological and body composition characteristics, as well as particular motor abilities and specific motor skills (Giannopoulos et al., 2017). Overall, in the game, a large number of various high intensity jumps, extremely fast short sprints, and high-intensity linear and non-linear complex movements repeatedly occur during each set (Sheppard et al., 2009; Giannopoulos et al.).

One of the most important parts in the system of the long-term training process in elite athletes’ preparation is closely related to the effects of training type on morphological adaptations. However, the training type also dominantly depends on the type of sport. Today, in the sports science area, there are significant established findings regarding the relationship between physical abilities and specific motor characteristics with morphological type and body composition characteristics (Garthe et al., 2011; Ackland et al., 2012; Giannopoulos et al.; Saraykin et al., 2018; Zaric et al., 2020).
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In addition to basic knowledge considering elite athletes’ training technology, continuity of performance progress should also be achieved in the specific aspect of a given sport. Apart from the variables belonging to the basic and specific motor area, it is considered that certain morphological characteristics (i.e., sport-specific anthropomorphological characteristics) also have a significant influence on the achievement of success in volleyball. Elite volleyball players have exceptional body height, extremely low body fat level, high skeletal muscle percentage level, and generally long limbs with a dominantly mesomorphic body type (Palao et al., 2014; Bankovic et al., 2018; D’anastatio et al., 2019).

Elite volleyball players typically have an extremely intense and complex schedule with a great number of training sessions and games during the competitive season. Also, in the last decade, the popularization of volleyball at the global level has caused competitions to be organized around the world, which presents an additional extra effort for highly ranked national volleyball teams, independent of gender. It is considered that a great number of long journeys annually and frequent changes in time zones can lead to a biological rhythm disorder and, therefore, disrupt the athlete’s body composition parameters (Bankovic et al.).

Therefore, adequate measurements and continuous body composition monitoring of elite volleyball players is an essential procedure, for nutritional-health reasons, for minimization and avoidance of injury and for maintaining players body structure in an optimal condition so they can respond to all of the performance demands (i.e., frequent and highly intensive training sessions and matches) (Garthe et al.; Nikolaidis et al., 2012; Saraykin et al.).

Finally, when analysing the descriptive profile of the body structure of the elite volleyball players, it can be concluded that body longitudinality, and the body fat and skeletal muscle are dominant anthropomorphological characteristics. Considering the methodological aspect, the previously mentioned characteristics, as specific dimensions of the body composition, could be used to create mathematical models for assessing optimal body composition status. These models could be used for the screening purposes in the daily routine assessment process, as a sport-specific level, or even playing position-specific level control (Nikolaidis et al.; Santos et al.; Kukic et al., 2018; Dopsaj et al., 2019; Báez-San-Martín et al., 2019). Considering all the previously mentioned facts and the need to establish quick and sport-specific methods for assessing the body composition status of top volleyball players, this research aims to define a multidimensional model of optimal body composition screening for top volleyball players.

**MATERIAL AND METHOD**

**Subjects.** The subject sample consisted of 36 elite volleyball players aged 26.6±4.1 years, with 13.8±3.3 years of training experience. They were national team members from two European countries: Slovenia and Serbia. It should be noted that at the 2017 European Championships, the Serbian team finished in third place, while the Slovenian team finished eighth. However, at the 2015 European Championships, with the same team members, the Slovenian team finished in second place. Consequently, players of both teams can be categorized as elite European players. All players were informed about the measurement protocol and gave their consent to participate in this research. The research was carried out according to the Declaration of Helsinki (Christie, 2000), and it was approved by the Ethics Commission University of Belgrade (484–2).

**Procedure.** The study was organized according to a multicentric study procedure. All of the measurements were conducted in the lab, and in the same training period for both teams: during the final microcycle of the pre-competitive stage of preparation for the 2017Men’s EU Volleyball Championship (24 August - 03 September, Poland). Slovenian players were measured at the Faculty of Sport, University of Ljubljana, while the Serbian players were measured at the Faculty of Sport and Physical Education, University of Belgrade.

The study protocol was consisted of basic anthropometric parameters and body composition measurements according to procedures previously described earlier (Dopsaj et al., 2019; Bankovic et al.). Measurement of body height was performed using an anthropometer (GPM, Swiss made) with a measurement accuracy of 0.001 m, while measurement of body composition was carried out using the method of electrical multichannel bioimpedance (BIA) with an InBody 720 body composition analysis device (Biospace Co., Ltd, Seoul, Korea). Following a day-off with no training, measurements were carried out before breakfast, between 08:00 and 09:00 in the morning.

**Variables.** In this study, 10 variables were used: one longitudinal, and nine as a system of body composition indicators. Considering body composition variables, three of which were primary, and six were derived (index) variables, divided into three categories: voluminosously independent, longitudinally independent, and index variable (Santos et al.; Dopsaj et al., 2019; Kukic et al.). In this manner, the original variables of body mass, as a measure of total body mass quantity, skeletal muscle mass, as a measure of the contractile tissue amount, and fat mass, as a
measure of the ballast tissue amount, are corrected with regards to the individual measure of body longitudinality and voluminosity. Those two measures, as a dominant body dimension characteristic in top volleyball players, are related in an inversely proportional ratio. Using that methodological approach, volleyball players’ body composition characteristics were described using the individual body-specific dimensions approach for every single subject from the sample.

The original variables were:

1. BH - body height, as a basic body longitudinal variable, expressed in cm,
2. BM – body mass, as a basic body volume variable, expressed in kg;
3. FM – fat mass, as a total amount of fat (ballast) tissue mass in the body, expressed in kg;
4. SMM – skeletal muscle mass, as a total amount of skeletal muscles (contractile) tissue mass in the body, expressed in kg.

The longitudinally independent variables were:

5. BMI – body mass index, calculated as: BM/BH² (m), expressed in kg·m⁻²;
6. BFMI – body fat mass index, calculated as: FM/BH² (m), expressed in kg·m⁻²;
7. SMMI – skeletal muscle mass index, calculated as: SMM/BH² (m), expressed in kg·m⁻².

The voluminously independent variables were:

8. PBF – percentage of body fat, calculated as: BF/BM, expressed in %;
9. PSMM – percentage of skeletal muscle mass, calculated as: SMM/BM expressed in %.

The derived (index) variables were:

10. PFI – protein-fat index, calculated as relation between proteins (in kg) and body fat mass (in kg), expressed in kg.

**Statistical analysis.** All data were subjected to descriptive statistical analysis to calculate basic measures of central tendency (MEAN), data dispersion (SD), data homogeneity – coefficient of variation (CV %), a minimum and maximum value (Min and Max), and upper and lower 95% confidence intervals of the mean. The normality of results distribution was determined by the application of the Shapiro-Wilk goodness-of-fit test with Lilliefors Significance Correction.

In the next step, Principal Component Analysis (Factor analysis) with direct Oblimin rotation and Kaiser normalization was used to reduce the set of morphological variables into factors. Thereafter, the most representative variable from defined factors was used in the second-order of analysis. Finally, from the extracted single factor, the standardized factor score was defined, which represented systematic information expressed as a score about the body composition of each subject from the sample. Then, the body height variable was transformed into Z score, and finally, in the last step, body composition score and body height score underwent to factor analysis again. The final score was obtained, representing the generated score value of the position of each individual in the explored sample regarding essential information about body composition and body height as an integral centroid score value. Lastly, mathematical modelling (i.e. multidimensional scaling) was used to transform the integral centroid value into a numerical analogy, meaning that the factor score of each subject was transformed into a proportional numerical score (BC_Score) on a linear scale (Dopsaj et al., 2010; Kukic et al.; Dopsaj et al., 2019). For defining the equation for optimal body composition model of male volleyball male players, Multivariate Regression Analysis (MRA) was used.

In the end, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to establish differences between players position BC_Score as a deterministic proof for specific sensitivity as an internal validity measure of a defined model equation. The level of statistical significance was defined based on criterion p≤0.05 (Hair et al., 1998). All analyses were conducted using Microsoft Office Excel 2007 and IBM SPSS v23.0 statistical software.

**RESULTS**

In Tables I and II, basic descriptive variables statistics for the overall measured sample with statistical testing of the normality of the distribution, and results according to the playing position are shown.

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy value was determined to be 0.648 at a statistically significant level of p=0.000, which indicates the statistically significant suitability of data for complex multidimensional statistical analysis. Factor analyses extracted two components (factors) with 61.06 and 27.41 % (i.e. cumulative 88.47 %) of the explained variances of data. In the structure matrix, the first variables in the first extracted component (factor) were PBF; and in the second component (factor) it was SMM with 0.997 and 0.848 of saturated variance, respectively.
The results of the defined MRA model have shown that the final extracted factor explained 99.9% of the measured variance for BC_Score \((\text{Adj } R^2 = 0.999, \text{ ANOVA of regression } F=10772, p=0.000, \text{ Standard Error of the Estimate } = 0.55)\) showed extremely high predictive potential for the extracted model (Table III, BC_Score) considering the final factor iteration for longitudinal and body composition characteristics. The results of the BC_Score descriptive statistics, statistical differences between groups of players according to playing position, and defined mathematical equation as a model for prediction of elite volleyball players’ optimal body composition are shown in Table III.

The defined MRA model equation:

\[
\text{BC}_\text{Score} = -532.4494 + (\text{BH} \times 2.32075) - (\text{PBF} \times 1.63806) + (\text{SMMI} \times 10.70826)
\]
The results of One-way ANOVA showed statistically significant differences between playing positions for BC_Score at F=6.534, p=0.001. Using Bonferroni Post-Hoc test between-group corrections, statistically significant differences were established between players at the positions of PBF level of the whole sample was 7.91 ± 3.08 %, Liberos and opposite hitters have the lowest level of skeletal muscles – 11.98 ± 0.71 kg•m⁻², while higher levels were found at opposite hitters – 13.14 ± 0.92 kg•m⁻² (Table II). Comparing SMMI results with the other athletes, it can be concluded that the longitudinally independent amount of skeletal muscle mass is in line with athletes in other strength and power-dependent sports, such as judokas - 13.11 ± 1.25 kg•m⁻², Greco-Roman wrestlers - 13.88 ± 1.25 kg•m⁻² and karatekas- 11.75 ± 0.97 kg•m⁻² (Dopsaj et al., 2017).

Considering SMMI elite European volleyball players have, on average, 12.49 ± 0.80 kg of skeletal muscles per square metre of body height (Table I). According to playing position, the lowest level of skeletal muscles was observed for middle blockers – 11.98 ± 0.71 kg•m⁻², while higher levels were found at opposite hitters – 13.14 ± 0.92 kg•m⁻² (Table II). Comparing SMMI results with the other athletes, it can be concluded that the longitudinally independent amount of skeletal muscle mass is in line with athletes in other strength and power-dependent sports, such as judokas - 13.11 ± 1.25 kg•m⁻², Greco-Roman wrestlers - 13.88 ± 1.25 kg•m⁻² and karatekas- 11.75 ± 0.97 kg•m⁻² (Dopsaj et al., 2017).

Analysing the results of factor analyses, two factors were extracted. The most important variable from factor one was PBF, as a variable that represents voluminosity independent content of fat in the body, and the most important variable from factor two was SMMI, as a longitudinally independent content of skeletal muscle mass in the body. Such results are quite logical and completely in line with the practical need of volleyball as a sport, where player’s body profile is dominantly shaped in a function of very tall persons with a very low percentage of body fat, and proportionally distributed muscle mass relative to body height (i.e. as a basic body dimension longitudinality).

By analysing the latest data from the performance analysis, it seems that, as a game, volleyball strategically develops in the following three directions: maximizing all aspects of height in the game (taller players and better jumping abilities of players), maximizing all speed aspects

### Table IV. Recommended Qualitative-Normative values of examined BC_Score model for prediction of elite volleyball players’ optimal body composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position BC-Score Classes</th>
<th>Middle Blocker</th>
<th>Outside Hitters</th>
<th>Libero</th>
<th>Setter</th>
<th>Opposite Hitter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superior</td>
<td>≥ 89.40</td>
<td>≥ 72.40</td>
<td>≥ 44.15</td>
<td>≥ 67.47</td>
<td>≥ 88.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>73.17–89.39</td>
<td>61.92–72.39</td>
<td>36.44–44.14</td>
<td>53.19–67.46</td>
<td>76.63–88.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above Standard</td>
<td>65.06–73.16</td>
<td>56.68–61.91</td>
<td>32.59–36.43</td>
<td>45.05–53.18</td>
<td>70.46–76.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>48.82–50.05</td>
<td>46.19–56.67</td>
<td>24.87–32.58</td>
<td>31.76–46.04</td>
<td>58.10–70.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Bad</td>
<td>≤ 24.46</td>
<td>≤ 30.46</td>
<td>≤ 13.29</td>
<td>≤ 10.33</td>
<td>≤ 39.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DISCUSSION

Body composition is a general indicator of the human organism condition because it is influenced by the effects of numerous factors, such as diet, health condition, level of physical activity, stress, and others (Chumlea et al., 2002; Garthe et al.). However, modern elite sport, there is a need to develop sport-specific, and even more, individual and playing positions sports-specific standards as the options for the future, whether it is a standard of body composition, some physical ability, or a level of the technical and tactical aspects of performance (Nikolaidis et al.; Dopsaj et al., 2017; Báez-San-Martín et al.; D’Anastasio et al., 2019; Zaric et al.).

Based on descriptive statistics results, we can assume that elite European male volleyball players are tall, heavy, and with nutritional status at the level of 198.5 ± 6.5 cm, 92.3 ± 5.9 kg and 23.44 ± 1.44 kg•m⁻², respectively, which is in full accordance with previously published data for World and Olympic class of players (Sheppard et al.; Palao et al.).

According to the present study, we can state that the PBF level of the whole sample was 7.91 ± 3.03 % (Table I), with a range between 5.43 ± 1.72 % for opposite hitters, as a lower value, up to 10.14 ± 1.98 % for liberos (Table II), as the highest values. When we do compare mentioned results with the results from available literature, it can be concluded that elite European male volleyball has a much lower level of PBF compared to athletes from other sports, such as judokas – 11.31 ± 3.96 %, Greco-Roman wrestlers – 8.84 ± 3.22 %, karatekas – 10.99 ± 3.64 % (Dopsaj et al., 2017), or general healthy male population of the same age - 21.8 ± 6.2 % (Chumlea et al.).
of the game (serve or spike speed and faster technical-tactical game action performance) and increasing performance efficiency (Shephard et al.; Palao et al.; Bankovic et al.).

Consequently, an athlete’s anthropo-morphological and body composition adaptations to new training and competitive conditions occur in a parallel time frame. Considering the results of the present study, it can be concluded that the most important factors that characterize elite European male volleyball players’ body composition model, besides remarkable basic body longitudinality (i.e., body stature), are body composition based on a very small amount of body fat regardless of the overall body mass, and a pronounced amount of skeletal muscle mass regardless of the body longitudinality.

Consequently, volleyball is a game dominated by short-lasting submaximal and maximal efforts with a great number of repetitions of high standing and running jumps, with the extremely represented fast and extremely fast (almost reflex reactions) simple movements, as well as short, complex and rapid agile actions, all performed in the anaerobic alactic (ATP+CP) energetic zone (single actions), but generally, in the aerobic type of effort (observing the whole game). It seems that selection and adaptation of players’ body composition, regardless of gender, is shifted to tall (libero and setter), or very tall (middle blocker, opposite hitter, and outside hitter) mesomorphic body type persons regardless of playing position (Palao et al.; Bankovic et al.).

In sports that require powerful, explosive movements, the skeletal muscle mass per square metre of body height is an indicator of a body’s contractile substance, which represents a biological basis for the quality manifestation of sports movement properties. Thus, in elite volleyball performance level, it seems that it is important for the SMM per square metre of body height to be at an optimal level, between 11 to 14 kg·m⁻², and BF between 5 to 10 % of overall body mass, for player’s optimal sport-specific abilities to respond to the short, fast and intensive performance demands during the match.

Results of ANOVA showed the specific sensitivity of the defined BC_Score mathematical model of prediction, because a statistically significant difference in detection anthropo-body-composition characteristics between players on different playing positions was found. Generally speaking, it seems that two typical body subtypes were: as well as middle blocker, outside and opposite hitter, as the players with BC_Score above 50.0 (56.93, 51.43 and 64.27, respectively), and libero and setter with BC_Score under 50.0 (28.72 and 38.90, respectively, Table III).

Finally, with the BC_Score, optimal body composition model for elite European male volleyball players can be easily determined. By a very simple, but sport-specific and playing position-sensitive model equation based on three dominant body characteristics of elite volleyball players (BH, PBF, and SMMI), it is possible to estimate the actual body composition status of the player relative to the defined standards (Table IV). Also, the defined model provides the possibility of designing and programming the necessary player body status changes in terms of body structure optimization. In that way, coaches can have a useful tool for player’s body composition status management according to position, in terms of a deterministic and fully controlled system. These findings emphasize the need for coaches to understand the intra individual dissimilarities between the players and to use this information when designing all types of volleyball strength and conditioning training programs (Nikolaidis et al.; Palao et al.; Saraykin et al.).

**CONCLUSION**

To quantify the body status of elite-level European male volleyball players, an optimal body composition score was calculated based on three body characteristics, extracted with factor analyses: BH, PBF, and SMMI.

In addition to the sports-specific validity, the results showed that the defined BC_Score model is specifically sensitive considering the playing position. With the method of mathematical modelling that was applied, two typical body subtypes were established: as well as middle blocker, outside and opposite hitter, at the players with BC_Score above 50.0, and libero and setter with BC_Score under 50.0.

Part of this research's significance is due to its sample of subjects. The research was conducted on elite European volleyball players and provides a much more accurate and detailed notion about elite athlete's body composition. Thus, at present, the results of the study could serve as reference values applicable in volleyball practice until future research provides the next relevant information about the same topic.
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RESUMEN: Esta investigación tuvo como objetivo crear una ecuación multidimensional para predecir un modelo de composición corporal óptimo para los jugadores de voleibol masculinos europeos de élite. La muestra consistió en 36 jugadores de voleibol de élite, miembros del equipo nacional de dos países, Eslovenia y Serbia, en la temporada 2017. La composición corporal se realizó mediante bioimpedancia eléctrica multicanal (BIA - InBody 720), en la que se utilizaron 11 variables (la altura corporal como longitudinal y las otras 10 como sistema de indicadores de composición corporal). Con base en los resultados de las estadísticas descriptivas, observamos que los jugadores de voleibol de élite europeos son altos, pesados y con un estado nutricional de características descriptivas, observamos que los jugadores de voleibol de élite europeos son altos, pesados y con un estado nutricional de.
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